Wireless transmission of power using radio frequency (RF) waves is a rapidly expanding area. The idea proposed by Tesla, dismissed by Rudenberg and made practical by Fessenden is currently receiving intense interest. Although the physics and basic technology have been well known for over a century, it is the current level of low power electronics that is providing the opportunities for implementation. In the early embodiments, power and one directional communication were provided in the form of broadcast radio, i.e., crystal sets. Almost ninety years ago, the ability to provide bidirectional communication was patented in the US, while being implemented just twenty years later. Today we see a limited form of application in terms of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). This presentation will look at the mechanisms that allow the expansion of this concept well beyond that of RFID. Although source power transmission is limited by the FCC, consideration will be given to the reduction in size and power requirements of electronics that put the primary technology focus on the antenna and matching for useful energy (power) harvesting. Coverage will include both air and living tissue as media for transmission.
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